
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

David Jukes running at the finish of the individual day of the British Championships 

 

 

One of the highlights of the season is the British Long Distance Championships which 

this year was held in South Yorkshire. Sixteen BKO members represented the club at 

the championships this year and one of those, Alan Springett provides a report in this 

newsletter. 
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Another season draws to a close 

 

Orienteering seasons always seem to pass quickly 

but the number of events available throughout the 

season increases each year with more local events 

and club evenings so there are plenty of 

opportunities to become involved in our sport.  

 

This season I have been running the Reading 

Park Run most weeks and a few 10k races and 

found that this has helped to keep the fitness level 

good. I will use the Summer to get in some long 

training runs on a Sunday and perhaps compete on the brown course for next season’s 

SCOA league. Ken Ricketts reports on the SCOA league season just finished and we 

also have reports on a number of events so plenty to read as usual. 

 

Do let me know what you are doing this Summer, whether this is participating in 

foreign events or employing a new training regime. In the meantime may I thank 

everyone who has contributed to this newsletter. Until next time enjoy your 

orienteering.  

 

Keith 

  

Mistaken identity 

 
Apologies go to Thomas McManners who won the senior boys event at the Berkshire 

Secondary Schools Championships. In the last newsletter a photo was published and 

labelled as Thomas but unfortunately this was a case of mistaken identity with the 

photo being of an unknown runner. Thomas is shown finishing in the photo below: 
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May SCOA league BKO event – Rushall Woods 

 
The rain held off for what proved to be a successful event at Rushall Woods, 

organised by first time organiser Helen Fraser with support from Katy Stubbs. Alan 

Graham was the planner and Colin Duckworth the controller. 

 

There were 237 entries at the event with the highest entry being on the blue course 

with 71.  There were no BKO course winners but Stefan Stasuik was the highest BKO 

runner on the brown course in 20
th

 with David Jukes leading the way on the blue in 

12
th

. Best on green was Glenn Wass in 9
th

 with Alan Jones in 5
th

 on the light green 

course. Leading the way on the Orange course was Marc Whyborn in 2
nd

 with Jacob 

Marwick in 2
nd

 on the Yellow and James Wiate+1 in 2
nd

 on the white. 

 

The event was significant because points were gained towards the SCOA league with 

just two more events to go. A report on the league can be seen later in this newsletter. 

 

 

 
Helen Fraser at Rushall Woods  
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The finish team at Rushall Wods 

 

 

British Orienteering Championships 2011                     Alan Springett 
 

I am sure there only ever used to be one British Orienteering Championship (BOC) 

each year. Now there is the sprint, the middle distance and the long, not to mention 

the relays. However, most would agree that the blue riband event is the long 

championship, which is paired with the relays to provide a week-end of high quality 

and highly competitive orienteering. 

  

This year the long event was held at Wharncliffe and Greno Woods near Sheffield on 

14
th

 May, with the relays taking place on the 15
th

 at nearby Tankersley Woods. It all 

seems quite a while ago now, but do you remember the glorious hot sunny spell we 

enjoyed in the spring? Well, lured into a false confidence that everywhere was going 

to bright and sunny for ever we set off for Sheffield with summer O-tops and not a 

helly in sight! Mistake! When we arrived at the car park at Greno it was still 

reasonably fine, but with the addition of a strong and bitter wind which, unfortunately, 

was one of the hallmarks of the week-end. However, another was the quality of the 

areas and the good use made of them by the planners. 

 

Wharncliffe and Greno is notoriously tough and steep offering variety in the form of a 

mix of rough forest with a multitude of brashing-strewn rides, open woodland and 

moorland. Many of the courses had a long leg across a valley in the centre of the area 

and the majority of competitors opted for the fairly obvious path route. Looking at the 
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splits for the brave few who attempted a slightly more direct route through the terrain 

makes it clear that the paths were far quicker – a shame perhaps as it can be pleasing 

to see courses planned in such a way that those who navigate the more direct routes 

are rewarded with the faster times. But no complaints from me – I opted for the paths 

and benefitted accordingly! 

 

BKO ended the day with one British Champion! Namely Bryce Gibson, who was first 

at M70S. The club had a further podium placing thanks to Alex Moore finishing 3
rd

 at 

M20L. Both great results! The full club roll of honour for the event is shown below: 

 

M70S   1   Bryce Gibson             58:46 

M20L   3   Alexander Moore      79:23 

M60S   5   Alan Springett            70:55 

M65L   5   Ian Cooper                  71:01 

W50S   6   Catherine Springett  77:04 

W55S   6   Katy Stubbs               76:14 

W70L   7   Janet Gibson               95:20 

M60L  12   Martin Wilson            81:25 

M65L   15   Richard Rae               78:48 

W40L  27   Gina Starling             125:26 

M55S  29   Tim Booth                 137:13 

M55L  30   David Jukes               87:12 

M70L  30   Kingsley R Starling   131:09 

M60L  35   Stefan Stasiuk           91:24 

M45L  73   Keith Ellis                   138:27 

M45L  78   Clive Jenkins              187:13 

 

 

Nine out of the sixteen competitors in the individual event stayed on for the relays on 

the Sunday. With the Royal Wedding not long behind us we competed as BKO 

Princesses (Gina Starling, Katy Stubbs and Catherine Springett) and BKO Princes 

(Clive Jenkins, Kingsley Starling and Tim Booth) both running in the Mixed Ad Hoc 

class, and BKO Royals (David Jukes, Richard Rae and Alan Springett) who, despite 

an average age north of 60, ran in the M50 class. 

 

Tankersley Woods is an interesting mixture of open reclaimed industrial land and 

steep and heavily pitted woodland. BKO Princesses coped best with the terrain, 

finishing 26
th

 out of 45 teams. Unfortunately there was a mispunch by the BKO 

Princes, so they were disqualified.  
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BKO participants puzzling over their maps! 

 

BKO Royals were lying 25
th

 after David’s first leg run but by the time I had finished 

the final leg we were 30
th

 in a field of 34. For me disaster struck in the small area of 

pitted woodland to the north of the map. I simply could not make what I saw on the 

map tie up with what I encountered on the ground – it was a tiny area and at worst it 

should have been a simple matter to relocate from one of the boundaries………….. 

but could I do it!? No.  
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However, a good time was had by all and, as the photographs show, folk were still 

cheerful when I eventually made my way back! 

 

 
 

 

 

Summer Parks Challenge 

 
The Summer Parks Challenge commenced with an event at Whiteknights campus, 

Reading University which is proving to be a popular location with the News Years 

Day event held there this year too.  Forty nine competitors attended this event with 

half running of the long course. BKO had some winners at the event with Charley 

Oakley winning the junior long and Helen Fraser winning the medium course. James 

Hargreaves also did well to finish just behind Roger Thetford of TVOC on the long 

course. 

 

The second event was held at Birch Hill in Bracknell, a new venue for the Summer 

Parks Challenge. Thirty three competitors took part including GB International Sarah 

Rollins who won the Long course. Ken Ricketts had a good run on the medium course 

to win the event, followed by Helen Fraser in second place. 

 

Ashenbury Park and Woodley Airfield Estate was the venue for the third event and 

this attracted 43 competitors. BKO’s own Pat Wills won the short course with the best 
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from our club on the other courses being Helen Fraser finishing third on the medium 

course and David Jukes finishing fifth on the long course. 

 

Events still to come include Bracknell Great Hollands on 9
th

 July and Laurel Park, 

Lower Earley on 23
rd

 July. 

 

 
The control centre for the Whiteknights Reading University event 

 

 

Spingtime in Shropshire     Alan Springett 

 

 
 

We always enjoy the biennial Springtime in Shropshire event on the late May Bank 

Holiday week-end and this year was no exception. The event comprises three 

Regional events and this year added an urban event around Ludlow. As usual there 
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was a well organised camp site available and two of the three events were within 

walking distance of this and as another innovation this year a Ceilidh was held at the 

camp site: 

 
For the less hardy (that’s us!) Ludlow and its environs offers plenty of alternative 

accommodation options. 

 

The first of the Regional events took place at Brampton Bryan, which is a beautiful 

spot…….hilly, but beautiful: 
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Unfortunately a misplaced control which featured on many courses led to one leg 

being voided at Brampton Bryan and the same thing happened again on Day 2 at High 

Vinnals.  

 

High Vinnals was seriously tough going! Not being the fastest thing on two legs, I 

frequently plump for the shorter direct route rather than a longer path option. At High 

Vinnals this was not a good idea! 

 

And as if that was not enough for one day, then there was the evening urban event! 

After an unpromising start the weather finally managed to perk up for this event and 

those who competed enjoyed a fine evening of exploration of the town. Although 

Catherine and I both managed to mispunch (deliberate course shortening in 

Catherine’s case, a lapse of concentration in mine!) we both agreed that this was a 

great addition to the SINS menu: 

 

 
 

The final day was a middle distance race………..on a steep, slippery and heavily 

forested hill. With the controls coming thick and fast it called for careful navigation 

and control code checking right up until the very end! 

 

All in all an energetic but great bank holiday week-end. The poor weather and 

misplace controls were more than compensated for by testing terrain, relaxed 

atmosphere and beautiful scenery. Try it in 2013, and in 2012 you will have to chose 

between the Tamar triple and the South East Jubilee Week-End! 
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SCOA league                  Ken Ricketts 

 
The SCOA League is based on colour-coded events held in the SCOA area over the 

course of the season, September to June. All members of SCOA clubs are 

automatically entered in the SCOA League. Details are on the SCOA website at 

http://www.scoa-orienteering.org.uk/taxonomy/term/3. 

 

BKO SCOA League 2010/11 Winners 

 

BKO winners and runners-up from the season just finished are shown below. Well 

done to all three, and let’s see if we can get a few more next year. The prize giving is 

intended to be held at the SOC event near Lyndhurst on 11
th

 September 2011. 

 

Alan Jones  1
st
 Light Green 

William Jefferies 2
nd

 Orange 

Simon Turton  3
rd

 Brown 

 

Event Selection and the SCOA League Scoring System 

 

For many years the SCOA League simply included all ‘District’ level colour-coded 

events. The change a couple of years ago to having colour coded courses, rather than 

age classes, at almost all events has confused this somewhat. This has resulted in 

some broadening of the range of events, including some with additional courses that 

are not scored in the SCOA League. 

 

Currently the scoring system is that the fastest SCOA member on each course gets 

100 points, others get 1 point less for each minute (or part of a minute) behind this. 

The only constraint on which courses are scored is that seniors (16+) are deemed non-

competitive on the White, Yellow and Orange courses, reserving these for Juniors. 

 

This system has the merit of being relatively simple to follow, but several significant 

defects. A particular problem for juniors and improvers is that to get maximum scores 

they need to run on the same course for the season, because if they move up then their 

scores are split between courses. Also, if juniors move up above Orange then they are 

competing against adults. For events with additional courses, some runners may face 

the problem that their normal SCOA League course is different from their normal 

ranking course. 

 

One possibility is to change to a scoring system with ‘target times’, similar to that 

used in the SEOA League. For each age class/course combination there would be a 

target time in minutes per km. Achieving the target time for the course would score 

100 points; faster would score proportionately more, and slower would score fewer. 

Prizes could be awarded on the basis of age class, rather than per course; perhaps 

Male and Female in each of Junior, Senior and Veterans age classes, as well as the 

overall highest score. Some advantages of this: 

 

 Scores would be dependent on how fast you ran the course in absolute terms, 

not how much slower than the winner you were.  

 It would be possible to run different courses without losing out 

http://www.scoa-orienteering.org.uk/taxonomy/term/3
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 Those running up or down from the ‘recommended’ course age class would 

automatically receive a handicap 

 

How do people feel about this? Is there much desire for a change in the scoring 

system? Please get in touch and let me know if you have any views on this.  

 

 

Know your club members                                                 Helen Fraser 

 
                                                                                            

How long have you been a member of BKO? 

 

Probably about 7 or 8 years as that is how long we have 

been in the area.  Before that I was in WAOC and before 

that I was in CUOC and right at the beginning I was in 

Walton Chasers. 

 

 

Age class 

 

W35L.  Having not run any long courses as a W21 I am now trying to get back into 

the competitive side of things a bit more.  Though I have yet to tackle anything longer 

than a blue. 

 

When did you start orienteering. 

 

I started when I was about seven in the early 1980s when we moved to near Stafford.  

My dad was working with Peter Palmer who suggested we might like to try this sport 

called orienteering… 

 

Did you ever stop orienteering? 

 

I lapsed at university as the thought of getting up early on a Sunday was not very 

appealing.  I got back into it again a few years later. 

 

Does anyone else in your family orienteer? 

 

I am introducing my two children (Angus 5 and Beatrice 4) into the sport and my 

husband Richard is happy to go round a White or a Yellow with them.  My mum was 

orienteering until recently, and was much better than me, and my dad is involved in 

organising events and was very involved in the British Schools Orienteering 

Association. 

 

What do you do when not orienteering? 

 

I work part-time in marketing and I also run the occasional 10K and half marathon. I 

have an allotment which is slowly starting to look less haphazard and very much 

enjoy going down there for an hour or so at the evening or weekend. And I play 
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double bass in the Henley Symphony Orchestra – next concert Shiplake College, near 

Henley, on 26
th

 June. 

 

Why do you like orienteering? 

 

I like the fact it is more than just running.  I also love the fact that it is a sport the 

whole family can do. 

 

Worst moments 

 

One when I was about 10 on The Roaches in the snow when I got very lost and lost 

my map.  Another one at the White Rose, again as a junior, when I was just about to 

start on Day 2 and someone let slip that I had been disqualified on Day 1.  More 

recently I was having quite a good run at the JK in Devon on the sand dunes at 

Braunton until I found a control, which was not mine, spent the next 20 minutes 

trying to find my control and then realised it had been mine after all.  I then proceeded 

to make a hash in the relays the next day on the same area. 

 

Flukiest moment 

 

Coming 2
nd

 as a W11 in the British. I was 6
th

 but then the first 4 runners were 

disqualified for mispunching. 

 

Sneakiest move 

 

As a junior I was being closely followed by another runner on my course so pretended 

to punch a control that was not mine and ran off while she tried to work out what had 

happened. 

 

Top tips. 

 

These are from my mum and have helped since I started using them a few months 

ago.  Pacing and attack points.  I knew about both of these but had not been putting 

them into action. Making sure I always have an attack point has focused my route 

choice.  Pacing, not just along a path so I know where to dive off, but also on a 

bearing and once I have dived off the path, has really helped me to know where I am 

and stopped me flailing around so much near the control. 

 

Favourite places for orienteering 

 

Anywhere that I have a good run really.  I do prefer lots of pits and depressions and 

sand dunes though I am pretty hopeless at actually finding the controls in such areas.  

I have done one Scottish Six Days which I loved, so might do one of those again 

when the children are a bit bigger.  Having done a couple of park orienteering events 

this year for the first time, I have found a new type of orienteering to enjoy. 

 

Best thing about BKO 

 

It is a very friendly and social club.  I was made to feel a part of it very early on when 

Alan Yeadon came up to me at an event to say hello. Running in the Dorset Coast 
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Path Relay for the last two years has been on one level a silly mad escapade but has 

helped me get to know more members of the club, meaning orienteering is now 

becoming more social rather than a turn up - run - go home type of activity. 

Organising the Rushall Wood event was made so easy because so many people went 

out of their way to help me. 

 

 

BKO Summer evening events: 
 

There is just one evening left to attend with full details on the BKO website: 

 
13th July              Eagle House School, Sandhurst (SN event)  

 

 

Your committee members 
 

Chairman: Katy Stubbs              0118-978-2875     katy.stubbs@bko.org.uk 

 

Secretary: David Jukes               0118-969-2514     secretary@bko.org.uk 

 

Treasurer: Peter Entwistle          01628-635278      treasurer@bko.org.uk 

  

Fixtures:   Vacant 

 

Membership:  Alan Springett     07712-672712      membership@bko.org.uk 

 

Development: Denise Harper     0118 948 2934      denise.harper@bko.org.uk 

 

Publicity:  Keith Ellis                 0118 9771101       keith.ellis@bko.org.uk                       

 

Neil Frankum                               0118-975-1528     neil.frankum@bko.org.uk  

 

Ken Ricketts                                 0118 9787168       ken.ricketts@bko.org.uk 

 

Dave Rogers                                 01344 628-623     dave.rogers@bko.org.uk 

  
 

 

Urgent - Fixtures Secretary Needed    Katy Stubbs 

 
Andrew Graham has unfortunately had to resign as BKO club fixtures secretary due 

to work commitments.  We would like to thank him for all the time he has put into 

this over the last couple of years. 

 

So the committee are urgently looking for a replacement. 

 

We are fortunate that Eric Harper has agreed to take on part of the job and with his 

extensive experience with local landowners will look after getting land permissions.  

Eric already has a number of other responsibilities, including looking after all the club 

http://www.bko.org.uk/event/2011/07/13/eagle-house-school
mailto:katy.stubbs@bko.org.uk
mailto:treasurer@bko.org.uk
mailto:membership@bko.org.uk
mailto:denise.harper@bko.org.uk
mailto:neil.frankum@bko.org.uk
mailto:ken.ricketts@bko.org.uk
mailto:dave.rogers@bko.org.uk
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equipment, printing our maps and keeping a weather eye on mapping for the club so 

we are very thankful that he is willing to take this on. 

 

However the rest of the fixture’s secretary role still needs to be filled. 

 

This includes registering events on the BOF fixture list (entering data on the BOF 

website) and keeping these details correct and updated.  You will also need to liaise 

with other fixtures secretaries, including the regional and national ones and there is 

usually one meeting a year of all SCOA fixtures secretaries to sort out plans for the 

forthcoming year. You’ll also need to ensure that the newsletter editor gets the right 

details of upcoming events as well as the BKO webmaster. 

 

Also helping to identify officials for our events – this is probably the most difficult 

one as members rarely offer to help and all club members could make this part of the 

job easier by being proactive rather than sitting back and only agreeing to do 

something when approached. 

 

As chairman I generally find controllers for our events, so the fixtures secretary does 

not need to worry about that. 

 

PLEASE help if you can. 

 

 

 

Club Kit 

 
The Berkshire Orienteers club O-top comes in long and short-sleeved versions and is 

available from give Sue Wilkes on 01635-522-356. If you don’t yet have your top, 

give Sue a call and she will be able to get you kitted up. 

 

 

Colour Code Standard badges 

 
If you have achieved the required standard on colour coded courses you may apply for 

a badge. For further details apply to Bryce Gibson, telephone 0118-947-2220 

 

 

 

Newsletter contributions     Keith Ellis 

 

This newsletter is a little shorter than recent editions because I have received limited 

material to publish. It would be great to receive more contributions for the next 

edition, especially since this will be at the end of the Summer period. Any kind of 

contribution would be welcome, whether a view on an orienteering subject, your 

orienteering experiences or a report on an orienteering event that you have entered. 

 

All contributions welcome. 
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Could you plan or organise an event? 

 
We need help with planning and organising events on the BKO calendar next season, 

could you help? If so, please contact Katy Stubbs. 

 

Opportunities are as follows: 

 

Event   Venue   Planning  Organising 

 

Sat 10
th

 Sep  Burghfield  Vacant   

Sun 25
th

 Sep  Hawley     Vacant 

Sat 8
th

 Oct  Black Park  Vacant 

Sat 12
th

 Nov  Benyon’s Enclosure Vacant 

Sat 3
rd

 Dec  Swinley West  Vacant 

Sun 1
st
 Jan  Greenham Common    Vacant 

Sat 21
st
   Star Posts  Vacant 

Sun 29
th

 Jan  Yately   Vacant   Vacant 

Sat 18
th

 Feb  Bloom Wood  Vacant 

Sat 21
st
 April  Rushall Woods Vacant 

Sun 13
th

 May  TBA   Vacant   Vacant 

 

 

Remember last season’s events below? Do help if you can. 

 

 

 


